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How Often Do You Do This?

× Exceed the speed limit?
× Drive or ride in a vehicle without wearing a seatbelt?
× Drive when passengers are not wearing a seatbelt?
× Tailgate other drivers?
× Talk on the phone while driving?
× Text or read a text while driving?
× Turn or change lanes without signaling?
× Yell or gesture at other drivers?



NOT Good!!!

× Each of these behaviors is a personal choice that you make!
× Each of these behavior choices are dangerous! 
× Each of these choices are safety issues and could make a 

difference if you live or die…if your passengers live or die… if 
others live or die!

× Are you willing to take that risk?



When  You Are Driving, What Can You 
Control?

× Me
× My Speed
× Operation of My Vehicle
× My Attention
× Wearing My Seatbelt
× Passengers Wearing Seat Belts
× Distractions Occurring In My Car
× Not Using My Phone While Driving



When You Are Drive, What Is Out Of 
Your Control?

× Visibility
× Weather
× Road Conditions
× Other Users On The Road



What is Defensive Driving?

Defensive driving is driving to save lives, 
time and money, in spite of the 

conditions around you and the actions 
of other drivers.



Most Collisions Are Preventable

A preventable collision is a collision in which the driver 
failed to do everything reasonable to avoid it.

NSC’s collision prevention formula to prevent a collision:
× Recognize the hazard
× Understand the defense
× Act correctly in time



Recognize The Hazzard

× Driver’s impaired physical and emotional state while driving.
× Drowsy or impaired driving (sleepy or drug or alcohol impaired).
× Distracted driving.
× Stressful driving situations like heavy traffic, difficult weather or 

low or high light conditions.
× The possibility that other drivers will respond in dangerous ways.



Hazzard: Emotional & Mental 
Conditions

× In addition to the basic physical and emotional conditions we 
require to drive a vehicle, we need to be aware of emotional and 
mental reactions we have when driving.

× These issues can also have a significant impact on our ability to 
drive. 

× Stressful driving situations, such as heavy traffic and being 
tailgated can make us nervous, frustrated or angry

× Giving into those emotions can to our own aggression or cause 
us to tense up.

× Sometimes we actually give our own control to other aggressive 
drivers by the way we react to them!



Strategies For Recognizing Hazards

× Ensure proper car conditions are present each time you drive, 
such as properly inflated tires, adequate gasoline, properly 
adjusted mirrors prior to driving.

× Scan ahead, all the time, every time.
× Check mirrors every 3-5 seconds, both rearview mirror and side 

mirrors.
× Use the “What if” strategy to prepare for possibilities and 

changes in conditions and other driver choices.
× Rest if you are tired. 
× Avoid distractions.



“What if?” Strategy

× As you continuously scan the road for potential hazards, use the 
“What if?” strategy to keep you alert and prepared to spot 
hazards and prevent a collision.

× The “What if?” strategy is about anticipating possible hazards. 
× While you are driving, you can stay alert by asking yourself “what 

if?” questions such as:
× What if the pedestrian walks in front of me?
× What if the school bus stops?
× What if the motorcycle hits a rock and starts to skid?
× What if my car stalls on the train tracks?
× What if there is someone in my blind spot?



Understand The Defense

× Know what to do to prevent a traffic hazard from becoming a 
collision.

× Slow down.
× Use a safe following distance.
× Wear seatbelts and child seats properly.
× Keep seat backs upright.
× Avoid aggressive driving.
× Avoid distractions.



Strategies for Understanding the 
Defense

Follow the Speed Limit
× Speeding is a factor in more than 24% of all traffic fatalities
× Speeding increases a vehicle’s stopping distance
× Total stopping distance=Perception Distance + Reaction Distance 

+ Braking Distance
× When traveling at 30 mph, it takes an average of 10 car lengths 

to stop.
× When traveling 70 mph, it takes an average of 33 car lengths to 

stop.
× Driving too slow is also a factor in driving accidents.



Strategies for Understanding the 
Defense

Do NOT Follow Too Close!
× Tailgating: following too closely is dangerous because it shortens 

the amount of time you have to respond to a problem or hazard 
on the road.

× Tailgating is a type of aggressive driving that often leads to 
collisions.

× Use the “Three-Second Rule.” Watch for the vehicle ahead of you 
to pass a fixed object, like a signpost. As the bumper passes the 
object, start counting: one thousand one, one thousand two, and 
one thousand three. Your vehicle’s bumper should NOT pass the 
fixed object until AFTER you have finished counting.



Tailgating

If someone is tailgating you, do the following:
× Stay calm
× Avoid eye contact
× Maintain a safe following distance by adding to your following 

distance\maintain safe and legal speed
× Move out of the other driver’s way as soon as it is safe to do so
× After you have moved out of the tailgater’s way, slow down and 

allow the tailgater to pass
Three-Second Rule PLUS:
× Add one or more seconds for EACH imperfect condition (light, 

weather, traffic, tailgater, construction, large vehicles, etc.)



Strategies for Understanding the 
Defense

Aggressive Driving is disrespectful and irresponsible driving 
behavior that shows no regard for the rights or safety of other drivers. 
× Road Rage is the use of a vehicle as a weapon with intent to do harm. It 

is a criminal offense.
× What causes Road Rage: 

× Arguing over parking spaces
× Cutting off another driver
× Not allowing another driver to pass
× Receiving obscene gestures
× Misusing a horn
× Tailgating
× Driving too slowly
× Not using directional signals



How to Avoid Driving 
Aggressively

• Think before you act
• Maintain self-control
• Do not drive when angry 

or upset
• Show courtesy to others
• Recognize that driving is 

NOT a competition

How to Deal With Other 
Aggressive Drivers
• REFLECT, REFRAME, REFOCUS
• Stay calm
• Avoid eye contact
• Focus on what truly matters to you
• Maintain a safe following distance
• Maintain a safe and legal speed
• Get out of the driver’s way
• Show courtesy and consideration
• Report aggressive behavior to the 

police.

Strategies for Understanding the 
Defense



Strategies for Understanding the 
Defense

× Distractions while driving are abundant. Some we cannot control. Some 
we CAN control.

× There are 3 types of distractions:
× Manual distractions cause drivers to take their HANDS off the wheel.
× Visual distractions cause drivers to take the EYES off the road.
× Cognitive distractions cause drivers to take their MINDS off the road.
× Using a cell phone involves ALL 3 types of distractions!

× Common driving distractions:
× Cell phone x    Passengers
× Loud music x    Reading directions
× Programming GPS/Maps x    Eating/Drinking
× Turning on the radio x    Smoking/vaping
× Adjusting air/temperature controls



Strategies for Understanding the 
Defense

Drowsy Driving: 
× Being fatigued while driving is impaired driving. 
× Fatigue affects our judgement, reduces our awareness and slows our reaction times.
Signs of fatigue include: 
× Reduced reaction times 
× Unclear decision making
× Diminished energy 
× Apathy (not caring) 
× Not remembering the last mile driven
“Quick fixes,” like drinking coffee or smoking are not effective choices to help eliminate 
drowsiness

Stop and rest! Take a 15 to 20 nap or change drivers.



Strategies for Understanding the 
Defense

Substance Impairment: IN order to drive safely ad 
effectively, we need both our minds and our bodies to be alert and 
responsive at all times.
× When our minds are unable to properly focus on driving or 

unable to quickly choose behaviors, we are impaired. 
× When our bodies are unable to react efficiently or our motor 

skills are reduced, we are impaired.
× Alcohol, marijuana, and even prescription drugs can negatively 

affect our focus and reaction time, even before we cognitively 
recognize the impairment.



Strategies for Understanding the 
Defense: 6 Deadly Choices

Deadly 
Driving 
Behavior

Key Points

Speeding • Speeding increases the breaking distance which increases the total stopping distance.
• Manage your time to ensure you set aside enough time to get to your destination without speeding

Following Too Closely • The leading cause of rear-end collisions.
• A type of aggressive driving that often leads to collisions.
• Follow the 3-second-plus rule to avoid following too closely.

Distracted Driving • 3 types of distractions: manual, visual, and cognitive
• A typical distraction is 4 seconds, during which you will travel a long way
• Make a plan to avoid distractions, as it is easy to become distracted while driving

Turning Improperly • Improper turns can lead to aggressive driving and road rage in other drivers
• When turning, get into the proper lane and proper turning positions. Use your directional signal, yield to 

pedestrians and other vehicles, and turn into the appropriate lane

Driving Left of Center • This can lead to the most fatal type of traffic incident—head-on collision

Violating Right of 
Way

• Right of way violations are related to more crash injuries than any other type of violation
• Scan the road at all times (left, right, ahead, left again)
• Be especially cautious when approaching and navigating through intersections
• Use the Delayed Acceleration Technique to safely navigate right-of-way situations.



Act Correctly In Time

× Choose the safest driving maneuver to prevent a collision.
× Anticipate obstacles.
× Be alert and rested when driving.
× Know the traffic laws.
× Know the meaning of traffic signs, construction signs and road 

markings.



Act Correctly

Vehicle Safety Mechanisms
× Vehicles continue to evolve to include more and more safety and 

driver-assist features than ever before, such as: 
× Air bags, backing cameras, parking assist, automatic breaking, 

side mirror indicators, etc.
× These greatly improve the safety  of our vehicles. However,, it is 

critical that you understand what they do and how they work.
× It is also critical that you are familiar with the intricacies of your 

vehicle BEFORE you drive the vehicle. Please ensure you know 
where ALL the features are BEFORE you put the vehicle into 
DRIVE. 



Acting Correctly

Know the Traffic Laws!
× White lines separate lanes of traffic moving in the SAME direction.

× If the line is broken, you may legally cross it when safe to do so.
× If it is solid, you should NOT cross it unless you are faced with a 

hazard.
× Yellow lines separate lanes of traffic moving in OPPOSITE directions.

× If the yellow line is broken, you may cross the line temporarily to 
pass a vehicle in front of you.

× A double yellow line with one broken and one solid line means that 
the side with the broken line may cross it to pass.

× 2 solid yellow lines means neither side can cross the line to pass.
× If you ever find a solid yellow line on the right side of your vehicle, 

you are going the WRONG direction!



Acting Correctly

Making Turns
× Get into position to turn
× Stay between the lines, in your turn lane
× Use directional signals
× Yield to pedestrians, pedal cycles, motorcycles, and other 

vehicles in the intersection
× Check for approaching traffic
× Turn into the appropriate lane



Acting Correctly

Dealing With Large Vehicles
× Trucks, buses, and vehicles with oversize loads & trailers
× Larger vehicles have bigger blind spots which makes it hard to 

see smaller vehicles around them
× Large vehicles need more room to turn
× The larger the vehicle, the longer it takes to stop. Empty tractor 

trailers take longer to stop than fully-loaded ones.
× If you cannot see the image of the truck or bus 

driver in their side-mirror, then they 
cannot see your vehicle. 

× NEVER EVER pass a school bus!



Acting Correctly

Dealing With Other Road Users
× Emergency Vehicles: Slow down, signal to pull off the road and 

do so when safe. If the emergency vehicle is pulled over to the 
side of the road, reduce your speed to at least 20 mph under the 
posted speed limit and pull into the left lane to pass the 
emergency vehicle.

× Motorcycles: Use common courtesy and maintain a 4-or-more-
second following distance.

× Slow Moving Vehicles: Vehicles displaying the slow-moving 
vehicle sign normally do not travel more than 25 mph when 
working. Pass only when necessary and use the 3-second-plus 
minimum following distance.



More Other Road Users

× Pedestrians: ALWAYS yield to pedestrians, even if they are not using a 
crosswalk. Watch for joggers, skateboarders, children, elderly persons 
and those with sight impairments. Use the “What if?” strategy. 

× Pedal Cyclists, motorized Wheelchairs, Electric Scooters, and Gold Carts:
Be courteous and reduce your speed. Stay behind until it is safe to 
pass, giving them as much room as possible.

× Animals: Watch for people walking their pets. Notice breaks in fences 
that may indicate the possible presence of animals.

× Non-Domesticated Animals: Always read the road and use the “What 
if?” strategy. Use high beams at night when there is no on-coming 
traffic. Do NOT make abrupt movements that will cause you to loose 
control of your vehicle



10 Habits of Driving Defensively

1. Always have a plan. Recognize the hazard. Understand the defense. Act correctly, in 
time.

2. Always wear your seat belt and ensure passengers are properly restrained.
3. Avoid impaired driving, including distractions and fatigue. 
4. Always maintain emotional control (reflect, reframe, and refocus).
5. Always maintain vehicle control.
6. Always be prepared to yield the right of way.
7. Always maintain a proper following distance.
8. Evaluate the driving conditions (you, your vehicle, conditions around you)and respond 

to them.
9. Watch for and protect vulnerable roadway users.
10. Consider other drivers (communicate, be courteous, have patience).



Lakemary’s Transportation Manual 

It is the policy of Lakemary to provide the 
maximum consideration for the safety and well-being 

of persons being transported and those doing the transportation.

Lakemary drivers will adhere to the
current Kansas laws and regulations 

regarding the licensing and operation of motor vehicles.



Who Can Drive?

× Must have a valid Lakemary driver’s license
× 9 to 15 passenger vehicles: must be at least 25 years of age
× You must be 21 years or older to drive minivans and cars.
× All drivers of minivans & larger vehicles are subject to the hours 

of service rules.
× On duty 15 + hours may not drive until they have been off for 

at least 8 hours
× Drivers may not transport after being on duty more than 70 

hours in any 8 consecutive days



Seatbelts

× Everyone MUST wear a seatbelt any time the vehicle is 
in operation.

× The seat belt should fit snuggly across the individual’s 
chest.

× Immediately report malfunctions of seatbelts to 
Transportation Department.

× A seat with a malfunctioning seatbelt cannot be used 
until the seatbelt is repaired.



Booster Seats 

× Children ages 4-7 who weigh 80 pounds or less or are 
less than 57 inches tall must be secured in an 
appropriate car seat.

× Children ages 4-7 who weigh more than 80 pounds can 
use a seat belt.

× Children ages 4-7 who are taller than 57 inches can use 
a seat belt.

× All children ages 8 to 13 must be properly restrained 
while in a moving vehicle.



Vehicle Breakdown Protocol

× Immediately pull over to the side of the road.
× Call 911, if necessary.
× Turn on emergency flashers
× Put on traffic vest (located in the glove box of the vehicle).
× .Place orange triangles in appropriate locations
× Refer to Transportation Manual in the vehicle’s glove box.
× Call your supervisor and the Transportation Coordinator.
× Fill out an Accident Report. Blank forms are kept in the glove box of each 

vehicle.
× Contact the local law enforcement to obtain a copy of the police report.
× Law enforcement may or may not come out to an accident that occurs on 

private property.



Orange Triangle

× If in town, place the orange triangle (located in the trunk): 
• 100 feet in front of vehicle
• 10 feet to the side, and 
• 100 feet to the rear of the vehicle.

× On a highway, place the orange triangle:
• 10 feet to the side 
• 100 feet behind vehicle, and 
• 200 feet behind vehicle.

× On a curve: 
• deploy tringle beyond the curve



Vehicle Breakdowns Contacts

Johnson County:  
Dale’s Tow Service

Miami County: 
Brewer’s Automotive



Wheelchair Safety Procedures

× Determine whether the passenger is wearing a seatbelt that 
secures them firmly in their wheelchair.

× If not, the driver may ask permission to secure the seatbelt.
× If no seat belt is available in the wheelchair, the driver may 

use a gait belt to secure the person to the wheelchair.
× Assist the passenger to enter the wheelchair minivan, 

ensuring the individual is facing forward.
× Secure the chair to the vehicle, checking to ensure each 

connection is secure.



Safety Equipment

The following equipment is maintained in each vehicle and, if used, 
or needing replaced, please notify the Transportation Coordinator.
× First Aid kit
× Fire Extinguisher
× Drag Blanket (kept in larger vans)



Vehicle Logs

Each driver must fill out the vehicle log each time they enter a 
vehicle and drive to a different location:
× Each trip is a separate entry.
× Date, beginning mileage, start time, end time,  number of staff, 

number of person’s served, initials, program ID, start location, 
and destination is documented for each trip.

× For each log sheet, driver will enter initials and sign the bottom 
of the log sheet.



Never, Never, Never

Leave an 
individual served 

ALONE 
in a vehicle!!!



Refer to Transportation Manual

× A copy of the Transportation Manual is maintained in 
the glove box of each vehicle. 

× Refer to this manual for further questions.
× If you have questions the manual does not answer, 

speak to your supervisor or ask the Transportation 
Coordinator for clarification.
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